SC4500
®
MASTERSHADE
SCREEN SYSTEM
WITH ZIPPER TRACK
14% Open Mesh

FRAME COLORS

Ivory

Mocha

Brown

Bronze

White

Black

Gray

Taupe

Green

Frame colors may vary due to the printing process.

MOTOR OPTIONS
SOMFY MOTORS feature an integrated radio receiver that allows
you to operate the screen by remote. The optional “Ondeis” sun
sensor will lower the shades automatically when shade is needed.
A wind sensor can be added that gives the extra protection from
wind by retracting automatically.

Call Us for a FREE in-home estimate!
AUTHORIZED DEALER:

Ondeis Sun
& rain sensor

Standard Switch

Remote Control
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A Rolling Screen with Cassette,
Zipper and Track
Screens can be raised or lowered easily.

MAX SIZE:
20 ft. Wide & 16 ft. High: Max width will depend on fabric.
Max height will depend on width.
(Larger sizes may be possible depends on size and fabric).

OPERATION:
A exterior gear/crank set is standard on the
SC4500. A convenient push-button motor is also
available as hardwire or with radio remote. Interior gear and
motor optional.

RECOMMENDED FABRICS:
TUFFSCREEN by Phifer (45% open)
Soltis 86 (14% open)
Recsreen 5000P (5.5% open)
Para acrylic fabrics
Ferrari 502 vinyl with clear windows

The SC4500 is the ideal rolling solar screen and bug screen system for verandas, garage doors and
lanai’s. Finally, you can enjoy outdoor space without worrying about the sun’s glare and in the evening
without worrying about pesky bugs. Simply roll down the screen and the zipper system will do the rest.
This specially engineered zipper system keeps the fabric
within the track, keeping unwanted bugs from entering
the space. Both Solar screen fabric and Tuff Screen
Bug fabrics are available. The SC4500 can also
be used with vinyl fabric and clear windows
for keeping moderate weather at bay.

